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ABSTRACT
We present deep, multi-VLA-configuration radio images for a set of 18 quasars,
having redshifts between 0.36 and 2.5, from the 7C quasar survey. Approximately one
quarter of these quasars have FR I-type twin-jet structures and the remainder are a
broad range of wide angle tail, fat double, classical double, core-jet and hybrid sources.
These images demonstrate that FR I quasars are prevalent in the universe, rather than
non-existent as had been suggested in the literature prior to the serendipitous discovery
of the first FR I quasar a few years ago, the optically powerful ‘radio quiet’ quasar
E 1821+643.
Some of the FR I quasars have radio luminosities exceeding the traditional FR I
/ FR II break luminosity, however we find no evidence for FR II quasars with lumi-
nosities significantly below the break. We consider whether the existence of such high
luminosity FR I structures is due to the increasingly inhomogeneous environments in
the higher redshift universe.
Key words: galaxies: active – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: jets – quasars: general
– radio continuum
1 INTRODUCTION
The morphological classification scheme for extended extra-
galactic radio sources described by Fanaroff and Riley (1974)
divides these objects into two groups: radio structures de-
creasing in brightness as the distance from the core increases
are classed as FR I and sources with bright hotspots at the
extremities are labelled FR II. The two types of object have
hitherto been observed to be fairly sharply divided by a lu-
minosity value known as the FR I / FR II break, with FR IIs
being the more luminous.
Jets from active galactic nuclei generally give rise to
structures which fall into both of these categories although
the literature contains assertions that optically powerful
quasars with FR I type radio structures do not exist (Falcke
et al., 1995; Baum et al., 1995). The general view was that
quasars either had luminous FR II structures with hotspots
or one sided core-jet structure (radio-loud quasars), or they
did not have any significant radio emission other than un-
resolved cores (radio-quiet quasars). However, these claims
were based purely on the absence of FR I quasars from the
bright 3C survey together with their absence from limited
snapshot (i.e. few minute) radio images in the case of opti-
cally selected quasars. The inadequecy and insufficiency of
short snapshot images only sensitive to small spatial scales
were critiqued by Blundell (2005).
In general, radio observations of quasars to date have
consisted of a short ‘snapshot’ observation using the VLA
in the extended A- or B-array configurations (e.g. Miller et
al., 1990; Miller et al, 1993; Kellermann et al., 1994; Hooper
et al., 1996; Kukula et al., 1998; Goldschmidt et al., 1999;
White et al., 2000). Observations of this type would be inad-
equate for detecting FR I structures for two reasons. First,
as the name would imply the integration time of a snapshot
observation is generally short (≤ 5 minutes) which com-
promises the sensitivity and ability to perform high-fidelity
deconvolution. Second, the extended configurations of the
VLA will resolve out the extended structures with low in-
tensity gradients, features which are characteristic of FR I
sources. Thus it is at least plausible that observations to date
have not detected smooth, faint 100-kpc-scale FR I struc-
tures with quasars simply because the observations have
been inadequate.
It is also noteworthy that the luminosity of every pre-
viously identified FR I source is below or very close to
the FR I/FR II break luminosity, which at 178 MHz is
∼1025.5 W Hz−1 sr−1 (Fanaroff & Riley, 1974). This ex-
plains the lack of FR I structures associated with quasars
found so far as the FR I/FR II break luminosity falls below
the flux limit at the rather low redshift of 0.4, for some of
the current deepest low-frequency selected complete samples
(Rawlings et al, 1998; Blundell, Rawlings & Willott, 1999).
This leads on to the final consideration for the appar-
ent lack of FR I quasars. The rarity of quasars implies that
large volumes of space must be searched in order to observe
one or more FR I sources. Generally quasars are found at
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redshifts greater than 0.4, and as more distant quasars are
observed the feasibility of detecting a low-luminosity FR I
source decreases for a radio flux-limited survey.
Given that jets of both FR I and FR II morphologies
are common for many types of active galaxy, coupled with
the above observational considerations, it is plausible that
the lack of FR I-type quasars is not due to the fact that
they do not exist but because the existing observations and
radio surveys are simply not detecting them. In fact the first
deep image of the so-called radio quiet, optically powerful
quasar E1821+643 serendipitously revealed a 300 kpc FR I
jet structure (Blundell & Rawlings, 2001).
With this discovery and the limitations of previous ob-
servations firmly in mind VLA observations of 18 quasars
selected from the 7C quasar survey (Riley et al., 1999) were
scheduled. The objects selected were FR I candidates from
the 7C quasar survey and details of the selection criteria
and the observations can be found in Section 2. In Section 3
we present combined multi-VLA-configuration radio images
and flux density measurements of the 18-object sample. Sec-
tion 4 contains morphological discussions on a per-source ba-
sis, as well as redshift-dependent considerations both for our
sample and for FR I quasars in general. Concluding remarks
are presented in Section 5.
Throughout this paper the H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1,
ΩM = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7 cosmology is used.
2 SAMPLE SELECTION, OBSERVATIONS
AND DATA REDUCTION
The starting point for the sample selection was the 7C
quasar survey (Riley et al., 1999). This ‘filtered sample’
of quasars was chosen from a complete sample selected to
be brighter than 100mJy at the low radio frequency of
151MHz, and optical colour filters were applied to favour
the detection of quasars.
Beginning with the Riley et al. sample, we took the
bona fide quasars (confirmed via unpublished optical spec-
tra; Rawlings, priv. comm.) and plotted their radio flux den-
sity measurements from the FIRST survey (Becker et al.,
1995) against those of the NVSS survey (Condon et al.,
1998), as can be seen in Figure 1. The FIRST and NVSS
surveys were carried out with the VLA in its B- and D-
array configurations respectively. Higher flux density values
in D-array observations when compared to those of B-array
at the same frequency are an indicator that there is unde-
tected extended structure.
In Figure 1 we see many objects with clear indications
of extended structure. Given the finite amount of observing
time available, we could neither observe all objects in the
sample nor all objects with evidence of extended structure.
The sample we chose to observe is therefore in no sense com-
plete but we believe it to be representative of the 7C quasar
survey. The 18 quasars we observed are listed in Table 1
Figure 1. The FIRST against NVSS radio flux density measure-
ments for the confirmed radio quasars from the 7C quasar sample
(Riley et al., 1999). Objects selected for our radio observations
are represented by the filled square symbols. Errors for both the
FIRST and NVSS flux densities are plotted. The NVSS errors are
generally too small to be seen in the upper half of the plot. Errors
in the FIRST flux density measurements are invisible throughout,
although it is noteworthy that these are only the quoted RMS
values and do not include “systematic” errors (e.g. from missing
flux).
which also lists their spectroscopically measured redshifts.⋆
Figure 2 shows the selected quasars in the P -z plane.
In an attempt to overcome the problems faced by previ-
ous radio observations of quasars the data obtained for the
sample involved reasonably long integration times with all
four configurations of the VLA. We observed using the A-,
B-, C- and D-arrays at 1.4 GHz and then combined the data
facilitating the sampling of the maximum possible range of
Fourier components, boosting the signal to noise ratio of the
final images and also favouring optimal deconvolution.
A summary of the observations can be found in Ta-
ble 2. The primary and secondary calibrator sources were
1331+305 (3C 286) and 1033+412 respectively. A single
∼2 minute observation of the primary flux calibrator
1331+305 was carried out for each array configuration and
phase-calibrator 1033+412 was observed for ∼1 minute in-
tervals, approximately once per hour.
Processing of the data was carried out using standard
procedures, including phase self-calibration, in aips. The
flux density scale was calibrated according to the meth-
ods of Baars et al. (1977). Any suspicious or bad visibili-
⋆ The sample of Riley et al. (1999) has almost complete opti-
cal spectroscopy providing confirmation (or in a few cases rejec-
tion) of the quasar hypothesis via detection of broad lines as well
as measurements of redshifts. Spectra were gathered using, vari-
ously, the Isaac Newton Telescope (with the Faint Object Spectro-
graph, FOS-1), The William Herschel Telescope (using ISIS and
FOS-2) and the Nordic Optical Telescope (with Low-Dispersion
Spectrograph).
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Table 1. The sample of 18 quasars from Riley et al’s (1999) quasar sample. This
table shows the object names for both the J2000 and B1950 epochs as well as the
central pointing coordinates used for the VLA observations in J2000 format, and the
redshift of each quasar. The classification abbreviations are as follows: CD – classical
double, FD – fat double, TJ – FR I twin jet source, CJ – core-jet source, WAT – wide
angle tail (see Section 4.1), X – undetermined .
Source
(J2000) (B1950) RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) z Classification
1009+4655 1006+4710 10 09 40.601 +46 55 23.03 1.010 FD
1018+3542 1015+3557 10 18 10.989 +35 42 39.27 1.226 CJ
1021+4523 1018+4538 10 21 06.048 +45 23 31.64 0.363 FD
1022+3931 1019+3947 10 22 37.459 +39 31 50.03 0.607 CD
1023+3604 1020+3619 10 23 15.762 +36 04 35.41 1.320 TJ
1023+4414 1020+4429 10 23 29.805 +44 14 14.21 0.750 WAT?
1023+4824 1020+4839 10 23 29.794 +48 24 36.99 1.231 CD
1029+3224 1027+3239 10 29 59.132 +32 24 19.42 1.187 CJ
1030+3346 1027+3401 10 30 15.780 +33 46 32.17 1.050 TJ
1030+4309 1027+4324 10 30 21.547 +43 09 07.84 1.112 TJ
1032+4932 1029+4948 10 32 34.851 +49 32 43.52 2.452 CD
1033+4116 1030+4131 10 33 03.705 +41 16 06.09 1.120 X
1037+4650 1034+4705 10 37 15.391 +46 50 14.31 2.150 TJ
1038+3729 1035+3745 10 38 48.131 +37 29 24.48 0.731 FD
1040+4449 1037+4505 10 40 22.792 +44 49 36.75 0.590 TJ
1040+4529 1037+4545 10 40 42.316 +45 29 39.57 1.475 CJ
1054+4541 1051+4557 10 54 32.103 +45 41 52.29 2.500 TJ
1057+4556 1054+4612 10 57 18.453 +45 56 15.16 2.130 CD
Figure 2. Source luminosity at 151 MHz against redshift for the
3C survey (circles, with known FR I objects represented by the
filled markers) and the 7C survey (crosses, with the 18 quasars
selected for this paper represented by the filled squares).
Table 2. Summary of the VLA observations.
Array Observation date Approximate on-source
configuration integration time
A 2004 Sep 18 2 × 10 minutes
B 2003 Dec 19 2 × 15 minutes
C 2004 May 10 1 × 15 minutes
D 2004 Jul 29 2 × 3 minutes
ties were flagged using the tvflg task in aips. Combining
and cross-calibrating data from the different array configura-
tions using imagr, calib and dbcon was straightforward,
although in certain cases strong confusing sources had to
be removed from the more compact configuration data by
means of subtraction of a clean component model (imagr,
ccedt, uvsub). The final combined data sets were cleaned
and imaged using imagr. Flux density measurements were
made using tvstat, or imfit in the case of the unresolved
sources given by certain compact array observations.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Radio maps
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the combined array 1.4 GHz radio
images for the 18-quasar sample. Table 3 shows a summary
of the final image parameters. The fitted beam describes the
half-power dimensions and position angle of a 2D Gaussian
fitted to the point spread function for each image. In each
case this is used as the restoring beam when mapping. Each
image is created with the maximum possible resolution (i.e.
equivalent resolution of an A-array observation), except in
the cases of 1023+4414 and 1038+3729 where the spatial
resolution is degraded in order to highlight the interesting
larger scale structures. This process is reflected in the fitted
beam sizes listed in Table 3.
For each image the lowest contour has a value of minus√
2 times 2.5σ, where σ is the rms background noise mea-
sured on each image. Following this single negative value,
contours begin at 1 and increase in multiples of
√
2 times
(σ). The grey scale pixel range runs from 2 times the rms
noise to the peak flux density in milli-Janskys per beam. The
crosshairs on each map show the central pointing coordi-
nates as listed in Table 1 and are coincident with the optical
positions of the quasars. The crosshairs span 1.5 arcseconds.
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Figure 3. VLA images 1.
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Figure 4. VLA images 2.
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Figure 5. VLA images 3.
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Table 3. Summary of the radio maps presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5. The contour multiplier is 2.5 times the rms background
noise in each image and the grey scale pixel range runs from 2 times the rms noise to the peak flux in mJy / beam.
Source Fitted beam PA Contour multiplier Greyscale range Transfer Core visible in A-array
(arcseconds) (degrees) mJy / beam mJy / beam function at 1.4 GHz? (Yes/No)
1009+4655 1.50 × 1.30 -87.12 0.175 0.14 – 18.25 Linear No
1018+3542 2.60 × 1.72 -79.83 1.570 1.26 – 694.95 Logarithmic Yes
1021+4523 2.63 × 2.14 -87.51 0.313 0.25 – 41.21 Logarithmic Yes
1022+3931 2.13 × 1.81 -68.39 0.389 0.31 – 36.09 Linear Yes
1023+3604 1.34 × 1.20 -82.12 0.250 0.20 – 18.49 Logarithmic Yes
1023+4414 7.47 × 5.50 10.72 0.231 0.19 – 7.83 Linear Yes
1023+4824 1.62 × 1.43 87.73 0.142 0.11 – 37.62 Linear Yes
1029+3224 1.70 × 1.46 83.31 0.424 0.34 – 6.25 Linear Yes
1030+3346 1.50 × 1.27 80.35 0.118 0.09 – 4.59 Linear Yes
1030+4309 2.04 × 1.65 85.07 0.350 0.28 – 41.50 Linear Yes
1032+4932 1.69 × 1.42 78.28 0.253 0.20 – 22.47 Linear Yes
1033+4116 4.22 × 3.82 89.33 1.538 1.23 – 451.00 Linear Yes
1037+4650 2.56 × 1.90 74.74 0.276 0.22 – 54.58 Linear Yes
1038+3729 4.15 × 3.76 65.43 0.319 0.26 – 16.29 Logarithmic Yes
1040+4449 1.46 × 1.21 70.04 0.207 0.14 – 9.23 Linear Yes
1040+4529 1.51 × 1.25 66.47 0.340 0.24 – 55.23 Linear Yes
1054+4541 1.30 × 1.07 61.00 0.338 0.27 – 24.75 Linear Yes
1057+4556 1.60 × 1.28 72.40 0.091 0.07 – 4.11 Linear Yes
3.2 Radio flux density measurements
Radio flux density measurements for the sample are pre-
sented in Table 4 as determined by isolating the source struc-
ture in aips with a box and executing the tvstat verb. The
error quoted is determined by the rms noise in the back-
ground of the image. The table contains the 1.4GHz flux
densities as measured from the A-, B-, C- and D-array obser-
vations. Note that the errors quoted are from map-specific
flux density ratios which are accurate to better than one
percent. Errors in the absolute flux values, due to the cal-
ibration according to the Baars scale, are typically a few
percent (Perley, private communication and in prep.) and
have not been included here.
The flux densities from the FIRST and NVSS surveys
are also presented for comparison. Generally for sources with
extended structure the flux-density measurements would be
expected to rise as the array becomes more compact and
the Fourier plane sampling becomes more favourable for
the detection of larger scale structures. This effect can be
seen in several of the sources from the sample (1021+4523,
1022+3931, 1023+4414, 1038+3729, 1040+4449, 1054+4541
– see discussion in Section 4.1) and in the cases where no
compact hotspots are present this suggests they are of the
FR I type. The NVSS survey was conducted with the D-
array and the flux-density values measured from these ob-
servations are normally in good agreement with the D-array
measurements obtained for this study except in the case of
variable sources, which we address in Section 4.1 on a source
by source basis. Similarly, except where noted in Table 4,
the B-array flux-density measurements are in good agree-
ment with the FIRST survey, also made using the VLA in
B configuration.
4 DISCUSSION
Whether a source is classified as an FR I or an FR II is de-
termined by the morphology from radio imaging (Fanaroff
and Riley, 1974). If the source is edge brightened at the ex-
tremities and with compact hotspots then it is generally of
the FR II (i.e. classical double) type.
The radio maps presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5 show
a variety of different structures. Generally the objects can
be classed as either classical double FR II sources or the
FR I type twin jet sources, however there are also the more
ambiguous structures which could be classified as fat doubles
(Owen & Laing, 1989) or hybrid sources (Gopal-Krishna &
Wiita, 2002).
A discussion of each quasar follows, including morpho-
logical deductions from the radio images and the behaviour
of the measured flux density with uv coverage. Certain ob-
jects have also been previously observed at 8GHz using the
VLA in B-array. The features visible in these unpublished
maps are discussed where relevant. The increased resolution
provided by the high frequency observations is useful for
identifying compact regions of enhanced surface brightness.
Features such as these arising at the extremities of the ob-
ject are thought to coincide with the shock fronts occuring as
the jets collide with the ambient medium forming hotspots.
These are generally taken as evidence that the kinetic en-
ergy of the jet is still feeding the lobe head. Rounded, edge-
brightened lobes which lack compact hotspots are generally
a property of a fat double source. Objects are classified as
FR I twin jet sources when they exhibit large-scale extended
radio structure that is similar to what is seen to arise from
the twin-jet radio sources in the nearby Universe.
4.1 Discussion of individual sources
1009+4655: This source shows two bright lobes with ex-
tended emission. There is no compact object visible at the
central pointing position. Examination of the 8-GHz image
c© 200x RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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Table 4. Flux density measurements for the sample of 18 7C quasars. Results from all four VLA array config-
urations are presented together with the values derived from the B-array FIRST survey and the D-array NVSS
survey.
Source 1.4GHz Flux Density (mJy) Notable flux differences
(J2000) A-array B-array C-array D-array FIRST NVSS for possible variability
1009+4655 71.5±0.2 69.0±0.9 74.7±0.2 70.0±0.6 70.6 77.3 –
1018+3542 676.6±3.9 650.0±3.0 695.0±1.0 682.0±3.4 594.1 615.2 B/FIRST; D/NVSS
1021+4523 45.4±0.3 88.8±0.1 122.0±0.1 122.3±0.8 98.2 127.2 –
1022+3931 76.9±0.3 82.9±0.1 84.9±0.6 94.8±2.2 79.2 91.2 –
1023+3604 20.6±0.2 22.1±0.2 29.0±0.1 24.0±1.0 25.3 28.4 –
1023+4414 7.7±0.2 7.9±0.1 25.8±0.3 23.8±0.8 12.9 23.6 –
1023+4824 203.6±0.2 211.0±0.1 230.0±0.2 227.7±0.6 224.2 239.5 –
1029+3224 62.4±0.4 63.2±0.9 73.6±0.3 74.3±1.0 89.9 96.3 B/FIRST; D/NVSS
1030+3346 14.5±0.1 14.3±0.1 18.5±0.2 16.7±1.2 14.1 16.4 –
1030+4309 124.0±0.2 120.7±0.4 126.6±0.2 124.4±1.3 125.9 129.9 –
1032+4932 47.1±0.2 39.3±0.1 45.6±0.1 42.0±0.9 44.3 46.8 –
1033+4116 436.8±2.4 458.8±0.7 518.2±0.2 515.8±1.6 432.7 473.2 B/FIRST; D/NVSS
1037+4650 81.5±0.6 80.2±0.2 84.9±0.2 81.5±0.5 89.8 90.2 B/FIRST; D/NVSS
1038+3729 14.7±0.3 31.2±0.3 43.8±0.5 55.0±1.2 29.2 54.3 –
1040+4449 9.2±0.3 15.4±0.1 23.0±0.1 20.8±1.0 14.7 23.0 –
1040+4529 53.6±0.5 50.9±0.2 55.2±0.1 52.7±0.8 51.8 53.4 –
1054+4541 44.6±0.4 47.3±0.2 52.2±0.2 51.5±1.0 49.7 52.3 –
1057+4556 9.1±0.1 9.3±0.1 17.3±0.1 15.9±0.2 15.8 14.9 B/FIRST
reveals that the two peaks present in the 1.4-GHz image are
each resolved into elongated jet-like features as seen in some
FR Is. These do not appear compact in the high resolution
image. The axial ratio means that this object would most
likely be classified as a fat double. The diffuse low brightness
extensions to the south west of the object may be plumes of
emission diverted at right angles to the jet axis.
1018+3542: The flux-density behaviour of this object
points to high variability and does not suggest any structure
is being resolved out at any stage. This source is by far the
brightest object in the sample, at almost 0.7 Jy, and it is
likely that the strength of the core is limiting the dynamic
range of the image making detection of extended low sur-
face brightness emission difficult. The features which are de-
tected hint at the presence of a highly asymmetric structure,
as is consistent with several other objects in this sample (see
below). This may be a consequence of relativistic Doppler
boosting.
1021+4523: The flux density values for this object in-
crease with decreasing array size suggesting undersampling
of smooth extended structure by the extended arrays. This
would ususally be an indicator of an FR I type object how-
ever the southern part of this object appears to contain a
compact hot spot with a coherent structure linking it to the
core. This unusual object would probably be classified as a
fat double, or hybrid source. This object exhibits similari-
ties with hybrid sources such as 0131–367 (Gopal-Krishna &
Wiita, 2002) with jets of FR I and FR II characteristics on
different sides of the nucleus. It is also noteworthy that the
southern hotspot is recessed somewhat from the outer edge
of the emission, as seen in some fat doubles (Owen & Laing,
1989).
1022+3931: The central pointing coordinates are co-
incident with the brightest of the four components visible
in the map. The next brightest peak to the north west of
the core is most likely a hotspot and this object is probably
a FR II classical double. No emission linking the quasar to
the peak visible to the east was found, even by varying the
size of the restoring beam. It is likely however that this is
emission from a second hotspot.
1023+3604: This source can be classified as a FR I
twin jet source even though the extended structure is very
close to the noise in the map. The extended emission on each
side of the core share a parallel axis even though they are
slightly offset from the core. This is characteristic of a single
twist in the jets although precession of the jet axis may also
be a possibility (c.f. E 1821+643, Blundell & Rawlings, 2001,
and 3C294, Erlund et al., 2006).
1023+4414: The spatial resolution of this image was
deliberately degraded in order to reveal the extended emis-
sion. Higher resolution imaging showed only the core and
the peak to the west, resolving out the diffuse envelope sur-
rounding them. The fifth positive contour hints at meander-
ing emission with a comparatively large transverse angular
size. While features such as these are indicative of wide angle
tail sources, our classification for this object remains incon-
clusive.
1023+4824: The best example of a classical double
FR II structure in the sample, 1023+4824 shows extensive
edge brightening, a compact core and hotspots and asym-
metrical jets. The southern lobe shows what appears to be a
region of extended backflow. Classical doubles with large an-
gular sizes will exhibit variations in flux density with larger
baseline arrays, hence our selection criteria will not fully
exclude objects such as this one.
1029+3224: This source exhibits a variable core and
the flux density values hint at some extended structure being
resolved out. Maximum resolution imaging reveals a core-jet
structure with a partially resolved north eastern extension
linked to the core.
1030+3346: Figure 4 shows the maximum resolution
map for 1030+3346 showing FR I type emission coming from
c© 200x RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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the west of the core. The diffuse feature to the east of the ob-
ject is probably associated with the quasar. In a similar way
to the maximum resolution image of 1029+3224 the emis-
sion to the east appears as a secondary low brightness peak
connected to the core in both the B-array data associated
with this sample and the VLA FIRST survey image. This
object is most likely to be a twin jet FR I source, a claim
backed up by comparison of the flux density measurements
(see Table 4).
1030+4309: The radio image of 1030+4309 shows ex-
tensive emission decreasing in surface brightness away from
the core, albeit on fairly small (i.e. arcsecond) scales which
explains the fairly steady flux measurements across different
arrays. The 8-GHz image reveals the core, the bright peak
2.5 arcseconds to the north and a faint south western exten-
sion. The radio morphology points to this source being an
FR I quasar although it is possible that the extended emis-
sion represents plumes diverted from the hotspots at the
ends of short jets.
1032+4932: All evidence suggests that this quasar has
a distorted classical double FR II structure associated with
it. The flux density remains steady for all array configura-
tions. The 8-GHz radio map shows the four components also
visible in the 1.4-GHz image although the southern exten-
sion and north eastern component are very weak. The faint
extended emission to the east may represent diffuse emis-
sion associated with the quasar although the radio emission
is very much dominated by the core and the peak nearest to
it.
1033+4116: Radio imaging of this object revealed only
a hint of an eastern extension at B-array, also seen in the
FIRST survey image. The cause of the variation in the flux
density values is most probably source variability. The true
morphology of this source remains inconclusive.
1037+4650: The 1.4-GHz image shows a prominent
south western extension, and also an extension to the north
east, suggesting this object is a FR I source. The 8-GHz
image reflects this, showing the quasar and faint extensions
coincident with the ones visible at 1.4GHz and no evidence
of any hotspots.
1038+3729: Another probable fat double or hybrid
source with morphology remarkably similar to that of
1021+4523 showing a pair of jets with a southern hotspot
and a more diffuse northern counter jet. The east-west fea-
ture seen running between the core and the southern hotspot
was coincident with the sidelobe structure of a strong confus-
ing source to the east although, after careful consideration,
we think it is unlikely that this feature is an imaging arti-
fact due to its curvature. It is uncertain whether it is associ-
ated with the quasar, although radio galaxies have been seen
to exhibit unusual X -shaped wing structures (e.g. Dennett-
Thorpe et al., 2002). The stronger peak on the eastern edge
of the map is coincident with a nearby unrelated source. The
jets of this source also appear to be swept back slightly in an
easterly direction, possibly a result of motion through the
ambient medium.
1040+4449: This object has extended emission similar
to that of E 1821+643 (Blundell & Rawlings, 2001) and flux
density measurements pointing to a FR I classification. The
slight bend in the major axis may indicate some motion rela-
tive to the surrounding gaseous medium in a north-westerly
direction.
1040+4529: It is not possible to draw a definite con-
clusion as to the nature of this object. The feature to the
east of the quasar may be a faint jet and the VLA FIRST
survey image hints at a eastern extension, however the flux
density values suggest that if there is any diffuse extended
emission it is below detectability for the observations pre-
sented in this paper.
1054+4541: At a redshift of 2.5 this is the most dis-
tant object in the sample. Flux density measurements from
different VLA arrays suggest there is extended structure as-
sociated with this object and there is a hint of oppositely
directed jet activity in the radio image. The extended fea-
tures in this image are real, but are not coincident with any
compact features in a high-resolution MERLIN image (Hey-
wood et al., in prep.).
1057+4556: The final object in the sample is another
highly asymmetric FR II classical double. It is in many was
morphologically similar to 1022+3931 and 1032+4932, with
large differences in separation between the core and each
hotspot and what appears to be a diverted plume associated
with one hotspot.
4.2 Radio luminosity and redshift considerations
Figure 6 shows 151-MHz radio luminosity plotted against
redshift for the objects in the sample. The horizontal lines
show the traditional FR I / FR II break luminosity at
151 MHz assuming spectral indices of 0.5 (dashed) and 1.0
(solid). The curved lines show the detection limits as a func-
tion of redshift for a source of flux density 0.1 Jy for assumed
spectral indices of 0.5 and 1.0.
By examining this plot it is evident that there exist FR I
type sources over a large range in luminosity and above the
traditional FR I / FR II break. If 1037+4650 and 1054+4541
(the labelled, filled circles on Figure 6) are indeed bona fide
FR I sources then the luminosity range for FR I type quasars
extends to over 1027 WHz−1 sr−1 in the cosmology assumed
in this paper. Whether these objects are FR I sources is not
completely certain however it is noteworthy that they are
definitely do not have compact hotspots associated with
edge-brightened extremities, as would be characteristic of
a classical double source.
There is the possibility that these high redshift ob-
jects could resemble, for example, B2 1108+27 (Owen et al.,
2000). This source initially appeared to be an arcminute-
scale FR I-type structure on the basis of the NVSS image,
however a two hour integration with the VLA in D-array
revealed that the emission associated with the jets of this
object actually extended to an angular size of 30 arcminutes,
corresponding to a 1-Mpc structure. It is possible that the
radio images of sources such as 1037+4650 and 1054+4541
presented in this paper simply represent the inner regions of
sources similiar to B2 1108+27. Detection of faint, extended
emission around these sources could only be confirmed with
subsequent very deep, pointed compact-array observations.
Another consideration is the fact that quasars have
bright cores and possibly exhibit very strongly beamed emis-
sion. Strongly beamed jets may influence the classification of
an object by concentrating the emission into a small angular
size. Our initial selection however was not made at a fre-
quency at which Doppler boosting operates (e.g. 1.4 GHz),
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Figure 6. The 151-MHz radio luminosity against redshift. The
horizontal lines show the traditional FR I / FR II break luminosity
adjusted for a frequency of 151 MHz, and the curved lines show
the flux density limit as a function of redshift for a 0.1-Jy source.
For both of these indicators the assumed spectral indices are 0.5
and 1.0 for the dashed and solid lines respectively.
but at the lower frequency of 151 MHz which measures on
isotropic lobe emission.
If a more cautious approach is adopted and it is assumed
that 1037+4650 and 1054+4541 cannot be considered to be
FR I sources, there are still FR I-type twin-jet sources with
luminosities of up to 1026.4 W Hz−1 sr−1 (1030+4309), al-
most a factor of 10 above the traditional FR I / FR II break.
Furthermore, although FR I type sources are observed
with luminosities over a factor of ten higher than the tradi-
tional FR I / FR II break, there are no FR II objects (with
the borderline exception of 1022+3931) with luminosities
significantly below the break. For this reason we believe
that the FR I / FR II break is still significant as a thresh-
old below which classical doubles are not in general found,
although clearly a deeper understanding of FR I evolution
is required, building on the existing work on low-luminosity
radio sources (e.g. Clewley & Jarvis, 2004).
A second possible explanation for the presence of these
high-luminosity FR I quasars arises by considering jet power
and the environment surrounding the object. A low power
jet will only give rise to an FR I type structure since the
flow is subsonic. Shock fronts do not occur when the ma-
terial collides with the intergalactic medium and therefore
no hotspots are ever formed at the jet extremities. It is pos-
tulated here that high power jets can however give rise to
both FR I and FR II morphologies depending on their envi-
ronment. For a smooth and rarefied local environment a high
power jet can continue relatively unhindered and remain col-
limated until it strikes the boundary with the IGM, resulting
in shock fronts and the increased brightness hotspots which
characterise a FR II classical double. For a dense or clumpy
local environment the jet may lose much of its momentum
and dissipate its energy in a more gradual fashion resulting
in an FR I type object.
At higher redshift the enivronments surrounding active
galactic nuclei may well be denser and clumpier than those
of the local Universe. Jets associated with high redshift en-
vironments would be more prone to disruption than those
associated with objects in the local Universe, thus only well
collimated, high power jets would produce FR II type struc-
tures (Barthel & Miley, 1988).
5 CONCLUSIONS
The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn from these
results is that E1821+643 is not a unique exception as an
FR I quasar and that FR I quasars not uncommon amongst
populations selected to be both radio-loud and quasars: ob-
jects with broad emission lines can give rise to FR I struc-
tures, which apparently have low power radio jets.
The two classes of radio morphology described by Fa-
naroff & Riley (1974) appear to apply to quasars, in that
quasars exist in both FR I and II categories. However, our
results also show that there is no sharp transition across a
certain luminosity as we observe FR I quasars with luminosi-
ties at least a factor of 10 above the traditional FR I / FR II
break.
The source 1023+4824 is the only object in the sam-
ple to show a clear classical double morphology. Three
sources which are dominated by core and hotspot emission
and could therefore be thought of as hybrid FR II classi-
cal double sources exhibit obvious similarities (1022+3931,
1032+4932 and 1057+4556). All three of these feature
a double hotspot and are highly asymmetric about the
core. Generally the sources are either FR I twin jet (or
FR I-like) sources (e.g. 1023+3604, 1030+3346, 1030+4309,
1037+4650, 1040+4449) or unusual hybrid or fat double
sources (e.g. 1009+4655, 1021+4523, 1038+3729).
Most objects observed at z ∼ 0.6 in the 7C quasar sur-
vey are FR Is (see Figure 6), and lie below the traditional
FR I/FR II break in luminosity. The lack of FR I quasars in
the 3C survey may be due, at least in part, to rarity issues.
Although the comoving volumes probed by 3CRR and 7C
are comparable (3CRR probes ∼1 × 108 Mpc3 to a red-
shift of 0.1, 7C probes ∼2 × 108 Mpc3 to a redshift of 0.6),
quasars are more numerous at z ∼ 0.6 than at z ∼ 0.1.
However, it does seem from studies of complete samples of
radio sources at z ∼ 0.6 (McLure et al., 2004; Mitchell, 2005)
that a typical L151 ∼10(25−25.5) W Hz−1 sr−1 radio source
at z ∼ 0.6 has a FR I radio structure but has neither an
observed quasar nucleus (as signified by, for example, the
presence of broad Hα emission lines) nor evidence for any
buried nucleus of comparable intrinsic luminosity (inferred,
e.g., from strong narrow emission lines).
Again with reference to Figure 6, at z ∼ 1.25 we
seem to generally observe FR I-like structures. In the 7C
quasar survey, FR I objects exist at higher radio luminosi-
ties (10(26−26.5) W Hz−1 sr−1) than those observed in the
3C survey at low redshift. There is thus evidence that the di-
vision between FR I and FR II radio sources changes with z,
in the sense that FR Is can exist above the traditional break
luminosity at higher redshifts. The obvious explanation for
this (which is therefore also likely to affect the z ∼ 0.5 pop-
ulation) is a systematic change in the environments of radio
sources with cosmic epoch (see Section 4.2).
For the objects at z ∼ 2.3 the data presented here have
shown that the furthest extents of these sources are not co-
incident with hotspots, but it remains open as to whether
these objects are truly FR Is or have, for instance, disrupted
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or precessing jets. Further high resolution radio imaging
would be useful to resolve such questions.
Disproving the idea that FR I radio structures cannot be
associated with a quasar (i.e. an acccreting black hole central
engine) is quite an important conclusion. It has recently be-
come clear from surveys with Spitzer (e.g. Martinez-Sansigre
et al., 2005) that most quasar activity, and hence black hole
growth, in the universe has been missed by optical and X-
ray surveys due to obscuration by dust and gas. Many of
these obscured quasars have radio luminosities and spectral
indices consistent with the hypothesis that they are asso-
ciated with FR I-like radio jets (Martinez-Sansigre et al.,
2006). The objects observed in this paper may be unob-
scured examples of the same phenomenon. The growth of
supermassive black holes may thus go hand-in-hand with
FR I-like jet output which may have critical effects on the
evolution of galaxies (e.g. Croton et al., 2005) and larger-
scale structures.
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